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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Is Slavery Sanctioned by the
Bible?: A Premium Tract If there is one subject which, above all others, may be regarded as of
national interest at the present time, it is the subject of Slavery. Wherever we go, north or south, east
or west, at the fireside, in the factory, the rail-car or the steamboat, in the state legislatures or the
national Congress, this ghost that will not down obtrudes itself. The strife has involved press, pulpit,
and forum alike, and spite of all compromises by political parties, and the desperate attempts at
non-committal by religious bodies, it only grows wider and deeper. But the distinctive feature of
this, as compared with other questions of national import, is, that here both parties draw their
principal arguments from the Bible as a common armory of weapons for attack and defense. On
the one side, it is claimed that slavery, as it exists in the United States, is not a moral evil; that it is an
innocent and lawful relation, as much as that of parent and...
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Reviews
This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of. Demetr is Ra u III
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